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15
16 Introduction
17 Q2 Stress electrocardiographic (ECG) testing is a well validated

18 method for assessing cardiovascular status and to investigate

19for avarietyof cardiovascular conditions, includingmyocardial

20ischaemia. Diagnostic accuracy for the detection of inducible

21coronary ischaemia has been previously documented at only

2260% [1–5]. This has been largely driven by false positive ECG

Background Exercise stress testing is a well validated cardiovascular investigation. Accuracy for treadmill stress elec-

trocardiograph (ECG) testing has been documented at 60%. False positive stress ECGs (exercise ECG

changes with non-obstructive disease on anatomical testing) are common, especially in women, limiting

the effectiveness of the test. This study investigates the incidence and predictors of false positive stress ECG

findings, referenced against stress echocardiography (SE) as a standard.

Methods Stress echocardiography was performed using the Bruce treadmill protocol. False positive stress ECG tests

were defined as greater than 1 mm of ST depression on ECG during exertion, without pain, with a normal

SE. Potential causes for false positive tests were recorded before the test.

Results 3000 consecutive negative stress echocardiograms (1036 females, 34.5%) were analysed (age 59+/-14 years.

False positive (F+) stress ECGs were documented in 565/3000 tests (18.8%). F+ stress ECGs were equally

prevalent in females (194/1036, 18.7%) and males (371/1964, 18.9%, p = 0.85 for the difference). Potential

causes (hypertension, left ventricular hypertrophy, known coronary disease, arrhythmia, diabetes mellitus,

valvular heart disease) were recorded in 36/194 (18.6%) of the female F+ ECG tests and 249/371 (68.2%) of

the male F+ ECG tests (p < 0.0001 for the difference).

Conclusions These data suggest that F+ stress ECG tests are frequent and equally common inwomen andmen.However,

most F+ stress ECGs inmen can be predicted before the test, whilemost inwomen cannot. Being femalemay

be a risk factor in itself. These data reinforce the value of stress imaging, particularly in women.
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23 changes (see Figure 1)which have subsequently been shown to

24 have non-obstructive disease on anatomical testing [2,3,5–7].

25 Imaging stress testing has been shown to be more specific

26 for the detection of obstructive coronary artery disease, per-

27 haps because systolic dysfunction (and regional wall motion

28 changes) should occur before ECG changes on the ischaemic

29 cascade [2,3,5,8–10]. Thus, patients with ECG changes but

30 normal cardiac imaging can be said to have a false positive

31 stress ECG. Confirming the results of stress echocardiogra-

32 phy with invasive coronary angiography in these types of

33 patients has supported this concept [2,3,5,8,9,11,12].

34 Previous research has reported that females have a higher

35 incidence of false positive ECG tests than males, limiting the

36 effectiveness of stress ECG tests in women [13–16]. This

37 study investigates this proposition in a large, prospective

38 cohort and in a contemporary setting.

39 Material and Methods
40 Consecutive patients referred to HeartCare Partners clinical

41 testing facilities for stress echocardiography were studied

42prospectively. Standard Bruce protocol treadmill testingwith

43digital gated echocardiography before and after exercise was

44performed. Positive stress echocardiograms (concordant

45ECG and imaging abnormalities), patients requiring dobut-

46amine stress echocardiography, patients with resting left

47bundle branch block and those with a paced rhythm were

48excluded. False positive stress ECGs were defined as having

49ST depression during exertion, (see Figure A1) without pain

50and with the stress echocardiogram not suggesting myocar-

51dial ischaemia. Potential and predictable causes for a false

52positive ECG stress test were recorded before the test (see

53Table 1) [1,2,4,17,18]. Anatomical tests (invasive coronary

54angiograms or computed tomography (CT) coronary angio-

55grams) were not routinely conducted if the stress echocar-

56diogram result was negative for ischaemia.

57General Electric medical grade treadmills using Case sys-

58tems Q3were used to replicate and estimate exercise. Standard

59Bruce protocols were used to produce exercise stress in a

60controlled environment, and in a reproducible manner.

61Imaging was performed using high end echocardiography

62machines including the General Electric Vivid e9 andVivid 7,

Figure 1 ECG with significant ST depression.

Table 1 List of predetermined predisposing factors for false positive stress ECGs.

Cause Percentage of whole population Females Males Comparison of males and females

Hypertension 38.1% 83% 74% p = 0.0001

LVH by ECG 36.1% 61% 73% p < 0.0001

Known coronary artery disease 25.3% 25% 47% p < 0.0001

LVH by echocardiography 9.9% 11% 21% p < 0.0001

Arrhythmia (any) 4.6% 11% 8.8% p = 0.3069

Diabetes Mellitus 2.8% 5.6% 5.6% p = 0.0073

Valvular heart disease (any – mostly AS) 1.4% 2.8% 3% p = 0.2345

Heart failure (systolic) 0.5% 0% 3% p = 0.0098
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63 Siemens SC2000 and SC2000 Prime and the Phillips ie33

64 scannersQ4 .

65 Apositive stress ECG result was designated as greater than

66 1 mm at 60 ms after the J-point in three simultaneous beats in

67 two contiguous leads, during exercise or recovery. A positive

68 stress echocardiographic result was defined as worsening

69 regional wall function in two contiguous segments (typically

70 normal to hypokinetic segmental function), or normal con-

71 tractility to global dysfunction with cavity dilatation. All

72 stress imaging was completed by 60 seconds after cessation

73 of exercise.

74 All tests were supervised and read by cardiologists with

75 subspecialty training in stress echocardiography, and an

76 exercise physiologist. The echocardiogram was performed

77 by cardiac sonographers with extensive subspecialty training

78 in stress echocardiography. Results were then over-read and

79 standardised by a stress echocardiography specialised car-

80 diologist. If angiography was subsequently performed, these

81 results were only made available after the stress echocardio-

82 gram result was over-read and results recorded into the

83 database. These were only performed subsequently if clini-

84 cally requested by the referring cardiologist.

85 The data were collected and the statistical analysis was

86 completed using the GraphPad Prism 6 softwareQ5 . Unpaired t-

87 tests were used for cohort analysis of continuous data where

88 appropriate. Categorical variables were expressed as propor-

89 tions andwere assessed using Pearson’s chi-square test. Data

90 expression was presented as the mean plus or minus the

91 standard deviation.

92 Results
93 A total of 3000 consecutive negative stress echocardiograms

94 were analysed. There were 1036 females (34.5%) and 1964

95 males (65.5%). Mean age was 59 +/- 14.3 years (similar in

96 both groups). The baseline characteristics of the patients are

97 recorded in Table 2. This was an intermediate risk group

98 based on Framingham risk scoring (FRS) pre-test (mean score

99 15.7+/-12/1). Female and male FRS were both in the inter-

100 mediate risk range pre-test, but female risk was statistically

101lower then male risk. Females had statistically lower body

102mass indexes (BMIs), had lower systolic blood pressures,

103lower FRS and had lower exercise capacity compared to

104the men. Maximum achieved heart rates were similar in

105the two groups (see Table 2).

106False positive stress ECGs were recorded in 565 tests

107(18.8%). There were 194 female false positive stress ECGs

108recorded (18.7%). False positive stress ECGs were found in

109371male tests (18.9%, not statistically different to the women,

110p = 0.85 for the difference). The distribution of ECG changes

111was similar in both females and males. Potential causes for

112false positive stress ECG tests were recorded before the stress

113echocardiogram in 36 (18.6%) of the female false positive

114stress ECG tests and 249 (68.2%) of the male false positive

115stress ECG tests (p < 0.0001 for the difference, see Figures 2

116and 3). Potential causes and their incidence for false positive

117stress ECG tests are listed in Table 1. The most common

118predisposing causes were hypertension, known coronary

119artery disease, and left ventricular hypertrophy. The ranking

120was similar in females and males, but the percentage of

121females with each of the predicting factors was different

122compared to the males for many of the causes (see Table 1

123and Figures 2 and 3). Of those that had risk factors, males

124were more likely to manifest these risk factors as an actual

125false positive test.

126A total of 161 out of the 3000 stress tests (5.4%) were

127corroborated with either a CT coronary angiogram or inva-

128sive coronary angiography (tests were done based on clinical

129requirements, not as part of the study protocol). Of these, 151

130of the 161 stress tests were confirmed as false positive stress

131ECGs (no significant coronary artery disease, negative stress

132echocardiographic imaging and angiographically graded

133lesions with less than 50% stenosis). There were 10 of the

134161 tests which did show obstructive plaque (false negative

135stress echocardiogram). This would suggest a specificity of

13693.8% on a very small sample of the total group. While the

137numbers are very small, it suggests a high overall specificity

138for the stress echocardiography performed in this study.

139Of the 565 false positive stress tests, 20 had an anatomical

140test performed (3.5%). In this group, 19 were confirmed

Table 2 Baseline characteristics – All patients.

All Patients (n = 3000) Female (n = 1036) Male (n = 1964)

False positive tests 565/3000 194/1036 371/1964

F+ % 18.8% 18.7% 18.9% p = 0.85

Mean age 58.6 years 58.0 58.8 p = 0.76

Mean BMI 28.2 27.2 29.0 p < 0.0003

Mean resting BP 125/77 mmHg 123/75 128/76 p = 0.0016

Mean MPHR % 94.6% 95.7 94.2 p = 0.0781

Mean pre-test Framingham risk score 15.71 10.2 17.6 p = 0.015

Mean exercise capacity (in METs) 10.8 9.9 11.7 p < 0.0001

Abbreviations: BP, blood pressure; BMI, body mass index; MPHR,Q6 ; METS, metabolic equivalents.
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141 as true negatives, with only one (1) coronary angiogram

142 showing significant disease. This suggests a sensitivity of

143 95%, again on a very small sample, similar to the overall

144 group. It supports the assumption that ECG changes in the

145 setting of a normal stress echocardiogram are false positive

146 changes.

147 Discussion
148 Exercise stress testing investigates the haemodynamic effects

149 of physical effort on the cardiovascular system. It allows

150 clinicians to quantitate a patient’s exercise tolerance, and

151 the heart rate and blood pressure response to exertion

152[3,19]. The test permits a non-invasive assessment of cardiac

153diseases including myocardial ischaemia [1–4]. Exercise

154results in an increase in heart rate and blood pressure, pro-

155ducing an increase in cardiac output with a resultant

156increased myocardial oxygen demand. Flow limiting coro-

157nary artery lesions should produce an inadequate blood

158supply, limiting delivery of oxygen, resulting in myocardial

159ischaemia. The ischaemic cascade suggests that abnormali-

160ties occur first in diastolic dysfunction, followed by systolic

161dysfunction, then electrocardiographic (ECG) abnormalities

162(ST segment changes) and lastly, chest pain [1,2,20,21].

163Exercise stress ECG is a valuable, non-invasive method for

164assessing the risk of underlying coronary artery disease

Figure 2 Graph of false positive females in females and males.

Figure 3 Statistical comparison of predictive causes of false positive stress ECGs.
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165 ubiquitously employed as entry-level testing. Using stand-

166 ardised protocols, patients’ exercise capacity and physical

167 responses can be assessed [1,2,5,19]. The development of

168 ECG changes and/or chest pain may suggest myocardial

169 ischaemia. A positive ECG response is defined as planar

170 or downsloping ST segment depression [1,2,22] (designated

171 as greater than 1 mm at 60 ms after the J-point in three

172 simultaneous beats in two contiguous leads in this study).

173 A false positive exercise stress test is defined as a test meeting

174 these criteria in an individual without obstructive coronary

175 artery disease [1–3,5]. The specificity of stress ECG testing

176 has been reported to be reduced by valvular heart disease,

177 left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH), resting ST segment

178 depression, and medical therapy (e.g. digitalis). Non-coro-

179 nary causes of ST segment depression include severe aortic

180 stenosis (AS), severe hypertension (HT), cardiomyopathy,

181 anaemia, hypokalaemia, sudden excessive exercise, left ven-

182 tricular hypertrophy, mitral valve prolapse, bundle branch

183 block, pre-excitation syndrome, severe aortic or mitral regur-

184 gitation or arrhythmias [1,2,4,17,18].

185 The gold reference standard against which all stress testing

186 have been assessed is invasive coronary angiography with at

187 least 50–70% obstruction [1–4]. Imaging stress testing (e.g.

188 stress echocardiography or myocardial perfusion scanning),

189 results in significantly increased sensitivity and specificity

190 over stress ECGs, by assessing more subtle and possibly

191 earlier manifestations of induced ischaemia, including

192 induced regional wall motion abnormalities or reversible

193 perfusion defects [1–5,10,23]. In much smaller subsets,

194 patients with abnormal exercise ECGs but normal stress

195 echocardiograms have been assessed [11,12,24,25]. The supe-

196 rior sensitivity and specificity of stress echocardiography

197 have been demonstrated and confirmed with subsequent

198 invasive coronary angiography. These studies have con-

199 firmed that an ischaemic stress ECG with normal regional

200 wall motion response is usually a false positive ECG result

201 [11,12,25]. Imaging stress tests have been broadly adopted

202 because of these reasons.

203 Previous research, expert opinion and common clinical

204 experience have held that females have a high incidence of

205 false positive tests, with the presumption that this is more

206 frequent than in males [13–15]. A variety of explanations

207 have been proposed for the higher rate of false positive stress

208 ECG tests in women. The standard stress ECG has been

209 reported to have a lower overall test accuracy in women

210 compared to men. Lower accuracy appears to be due to a

211 lower sensitivity and specificity for women compared tomen

212 (often due to different pre-test probabilities) [1,2,13,14].

213 Endogenous and exogenous oestrogens have been impli-

214 cated in ST depression in healthy females [1,2,13,14]. A lower

215 exercise capacity has also been suggested [1,2,13,14]. The

216 females in this study did have a lower exercise capacity,

217 as estimated by metabolic equivalents (METs) – see Table

218 2. Differing heart rate recovery and blood pressure responses

219 between males and females may also play a role [13,14].

220 The data presented in this study run counter to the current

221 belief of a higher incidence of false positive stress ECGs in

222females. The incidence reported here was not statistically

223different between the genders. This raises the question of

224how this result has occurred. Was this cohort of women

225different to previous groups? One possibility is that this

226was an older group of women. The average age of 58 years

227suggests that many of the females were post-menopausal,

228meaning that the effects of oestrogen could be less (one of the

229purported reasons for the difference between males and

230females). The largest cohort of females tested previously

231had an average age of 60 years, however [12]. Women had

232an intermediate pre-test probability for coronary disease

233(‘‘ideal” for stress testing), but women had statistically lower

234risk than the males in this study. Generally this would occur

235in most cohorts, as being female reduces pre-test risk com-

236pared to being male. It is possible that there were other

237relevant factors that have not been accounted for. This is

238the largest group of females tested in thismanner.Most of the

239early tests looking at stress testing were almost entirely male

240[14]. It has been suggested that historically, ‘‘ . . . the repre-

241sentation of females in published studies was too small to

242determine gender differences in test accuracy” [14].

243The difference between men and women was that the

244majority of male false positive tests can be predicted by

245history and demographics. In women, exercise induced ST

246depression is mostly unpredictable. Further, of those that

247have risk factors, males are more likely again to manifest

248these risk factors as an actual false positive (see Figure 3). The

249surprising finding that false positive stress ECGs occur

250equally in males and females raises the possibility that being

251female is an independent risk factor for having a false posi-

252tive stress ECG. These data are supportive of this theory (see

253Table 3).

254This study confirms that false positive stress ECG tests are

255common. Previously described conditions are associated

256with ST depression on stress ECG testing [1,2,4,17,18], and

257many of these were shown to be common in this study (see

258Tables 1 and 3). For these patients, a more efficient approach

259to assessment could be to proceed directly to an imaging

260stress test. In men who do not have predictors of a false

Table 3 List of predisposing factors as a percentage of
all false positive stress ECGs.

Hypertension 215 of 565 38.1%

LVH by ECG 204 36.1%

Female sex 194 34.3%

Known coronary disease 143 25.3%

LVH by echocardiography 56 9.9%

Arrhythmia (any) 26 4.6%

Diabetes mellitus 16 2.8%

Valvular heart disease (any – mostly AS) 8 1.4%

Heart failure (systolic) 3 0.5%

Abbreviations: LVH, left ventricular hypertrophy; ECG, electrocardio-

graph; AS, aortic stenosis.
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261 positive test, a stress ECG could be a reasonable and more

262 economical first step. For women, an argument can be made

263 for proceeding directly to imaging stress tests, due to a high

264 false positive rate that is difficult to predetermine.

265 There are a number of limitations to this study. By design,

266 the use of cardiac imaging as the standard to determine the

267 accuracy of stress ECG is less optimal than using an anatom-

268 ical test. Ideally this study would be conducted with patients

269 undergoing an anatomical test to confirm the diagnosis,

270 blindly after the stress test. From a practical and clinical

271 viewpoint, this is not feasible, as it would negate the non-

272 invasive attribute of stress echocardiography. In the real

273 world, this is how imaging stress testing is used. Previous

274 studies have suggested that this is a valid model [11,12,24].

275 Therewould also be ethical implications for intermediate risk

276 patients [2,3,5,8,9]. In most clinical scenarios, non-invasive

277 testing is used to attempt to avoid an invasive test. Only a

278 very small number of patients in this study had a clinical

279 reason to evaluate the anatomy, making it difficult to draw

280 scientific conclusions. However, in that small group of

281 patients, the effective role of imaging in this setting was

282 supported. This was a single centre experience. The criteria

283 used to describe a false positive ETT in this study limits and

284 defines the sensitivity and specificity of the results reported

285 here.

286 It is possible that, in conducting the stress imaging once

287 exercise had completed, that ischaemic alterations detected

288 by imaging may restore too quickly after the ischaemic prov-

289 ocation. In this scenario, the ECG changes would be true

290 positives and the normal imaging a false negative finding.

291 However, there is evidence that ischaemia persists for at least

292 60 to 90 seconds after ischaemic stress [26–29]. Additionally,

293 comparisons between imaging immediately after treadmill

294 exercise and continuous imaging during supine bicycle exer-

295 cise have shown similar accuracy for the detection of myo-

296 cardial ischaemia [3,28,30]. As a consequence, this method of

297 imaging post exercise is regarded as valid, with the imaging

298 protocol regarded as being more accurate than the ECG

299 findings [3,11,12]. Within this sample, there were signifi-

300 cantly less women than men (a common problem in cardiac

301 research). This does reflect real world experiences. However,

302 this is the largest cohort of women investigated in this man-

303 ner. Symptoms and previous history were self-reported,

304 which may underestimate these values. The reviewing car-

305 diologist was not blinded to the results of the stress test.

306 Conclusions
307 These data suggest that false positive stress ECG tests are

308 equally common inwomen andmen, occurring in almost one

309 in five cases. Most false positive stress ECG tests in men can

310 be predicted by patient history and demographic features,

311 while most in women cannot. As such, being female may be

312 an independent risk factor for a false positive stress ECG.

313 These data reinforce the incremental accuracy and specificity

314 of stress echocardiography, particularly in women.
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